
POLLUTION IN URBAN AREAS ESSAY WRITER

Check out our essay example on Main Causes of Pollution in Urban and Rural Areas to start writing!.

We need to be connected all the time. The trees were cut down, the fields were cleared and space was created
to accommodate the ever rising population. This news is definitely not a surprise to many of us as it has
become rather common to look up the S Introduction A long journey starts with a single step. Learn about the
major polluters in your area to protect the air and water where you live. It can have effects on us at many
levels like, it pollutes our environment, it degrades our ecosystem and most importantly it causes many
harmful effects on our physical health. We should find some effective solutions in order to restore our
ecological balance. Solutions to pollution problems Environmental pollution has negatively affected the life of
both animals and human-beings. Corfee morlot, essays on environmental economics and busy professionals
who programmes and pollution water. Turn off electronics and lights when you are not in the room. COPD is
a chronic obstructive pulmonary disease which makes it hard for its patients to breathe and the condition gets
worse after a prolonged period. Tyron bradley from factories, a major hazard that make the presence in
mumbai. How did it go that fast? We cannot ignore that noise pollution is one of the major causes of stress
related issues in urban population. Many scientists believe that by reducing emissions from factories and
vehicles, air quality can be improved, which will result in reduced health problems and an overall higher
standard of living. Soil Pollution: The mixing of toxins in the soil is disturbing the eco-system. The only way
to control current environmental issues is to implement conservation methods and create sustainable
development strategies. The radiations cause vision problems, headaches and many other such issues. Cause
and Effect of Air Pollution The air we breathe today is full of toxic and hazardous pollution. Use just cloth
bags instead of plastic. We are creating new and more advanced devices day by and day and we forget that all
these use power and more devices means more use of power. See Also. Free essay. We have urbanized our
villages and made them into hi-tech cities that have all the modern facilities and everyday we are creating
something or the other new.


